King Charles C of E (VC) Primary School
Western Terrace, Falmouth, Cornwall, TR11 4EP
01326 313607
secretary@king-charles.cornwall.sch.uk

Headteacher: Mr Lee Moscato
King Charles School Parent Forum
Minutes Meeting 8 – 12 February 2020, 2.15pm and 5:15pm
Agenda Items
1. Welcome and introductions
2. Curriculum Update
LMoscato provided an update on the curriculum developments at KC.
The intent of the curriculum was explained and how this links to the school’s vision of enabling
every child to shine.
Feedback was invited on the new format of the curriculum overview to parents and explained
how this looks in practice with books for each subject.
3. Cultural Capital
LMos explained that the school is inviting feedback from all stakeholders on what we feel we
need to afford our pupils ‘beyond the curriculum’ and what experiences pupils should
experience in their time at the school: ’10 things you’ll do before you leave KC’.
4. Statutory Inspection of Anglican and Methodist Schools (SIAMS)
LMos explained that the school will have a SIAMS inspection immediately after half term. This will
look at how the school lives out the Church of England’s Vision for Education: how are pupils are
enabled to live life in all its fullness.
5. Mile A Day raised by parent
LMos provide feedback from Gareth Harris (PE Leader): The Mile a Day has been harder to
implement in the winter due to weather and also the time taken to change into shoes, go out,
run and come back. We are looking at how we ensure that ‘active time’ is provided and some
classes are trialling a mixture of Mile a Day, fitness at your table where there are video links we
use provided by athletes and fitness instructors designed to be completed in the classroom.
G Harris will be developing this further and an update will be provided in the next meeting.
6. MAT Update
LMos provided an update on the current re-brokerage of Falmouth School and how this affects
King Charles School.
Parents felt that this needs to be clarified as many parents are not sure but not necessarily
sharing this with school leaders. LMos to feed this back to M Lees (CEO). An update ewill be
provided in the next meeting.
7. Questions
Term dates – when will these be available for 20/21? LMos to ensure that these are added to the
website and newsletter.

